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ROC® Cost Management
Introduction

Reduce Interconnection Costs

ROC Cost Management, a Subex ROC component enables
operators to efficiently manage the process of
identification, collection and comparison of cost related
data across multiple sources such as partner invoices,
inventory, orders, and call detail records. It ensures the
profit margins and operational agility through reduction of
service delivery costs. It is built on a highly integrated
platform using components-based technology to provide
striking performance, scalability, interoperability and
reliability.

ROC Cost Management discovers transit traffic costs and
reconciles with invoices received from other CSPs hence
enabling faster Carrier to Carrier settlement. Discrepancy
identification and analysis helps in identifying &
reconciling discrepancies in the "real costs" incurred by
CSPs based on actual usage data. Processing of different
forms of incoming invoices with advanced OCR capabilities
helps in reducing manual effort, thereby reducing time &
costs and improving accuracy.

ROC Cost Management collects, collates and correlates the
information from Switch, Inventory, Billing, Partner
Invoices, and Financial systems to provide deeper insights
about the cost aspects in an easier to understand format
through Dashboards & Reports. It enables to efficiently
manage the process of identification, collection and
comparison of cost related data across multiple sources
such as partner invoices, inventory, orders, and call detail
records. Thus it helps to improve the profit margins and
operational agility through reduction of service delivery
costs.

Business Benefits

Optimize Leased Circuit Costs
ROC Cost Management eliminates or reduces unwarranted
costs by recognizing incorrectly overcharged invoices,
stranded assets, unused circuits, and unexpected traffic
patterns or trends. It helps to improve the profit margins
and operational agility through reduction of service
delivery costs. It discovers circuit usage patterns and
reconciles circuit records data with invoices. Network
experts can analyze traffic and trends based on several
criteria, and make different network/business related
decisions starting from call routing, quality of service, to
analyzing usage of products and services.

Automation of Invoice Verification Process
One of the main factors in managing partners, profits and
losses would be verification of incoming invoices. The
number of invoices that a carrier receives from other
partners can be high and entering all these invoices into a
billing system manually would be very tedious. Also,
manually entering thousands of account lines is error
prone. ROC Cost Management offers automatic loading of
carrier invoices, thereby improving accuracy and simplicity
in the interparty processes for the carriers. It converts
paper invoices into digital formats and reconcile the
invoice with actual usage data. It also detects the duplicate
invoices and provides the use with the flexibility to make
decision on which invoice user wishes to retain in the
system.

Slash total cost of ownership
ROC Cost Management manages the payments for either
incoming payments from other enterprises (but not retail
customers) as well as payments that are made to other
parties. It helps in identifying late payments, managing
charge-backs & accruals and providing a view of the cash
flow. ROC Cost Management recovers overcharged
amount from suppliers after comparing expected by actual
invoice amount. It also helps in partner profiling,
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identifying trends and risks and provides an important input
in monitoring cash flows. It ensures the recovery of
over-payments made to partners, thus enabling real cost
savings using automated settlements and recovery
capabilities

Accelerate decision-making & time-to-market
The disputes in cost management are mainly related to
invoices that the carrier has received from or sent to other
partners, but need tracking for appropriate handling &
closure. ROC Cost Management focuses on the partner’s
disputes lifecycle management with its suppliers, enterprise

customers, and other partners. It receives notification when
disputes are automatically generated; manually initiates
disputes; does end-to-end tracking of payments that are
related to disputes; and ensures mutually acceptable dispute
resolution process. Disputes in the current telecommunication scenario cannot be expected to follow a single workflow.
Different partners can follow different dispute resolution
processes. ROC Cost Management recognizes this requirement and provides a highly configurable set of dispute definition parameters. It ensures mutually acceptable dispute
resolution process
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